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1. INT. DANIELS ROOM - MORNING

SAMANTHA, a pretty blonde 18 year old girl, otherwise known

as SAM is sleeping next to DANIEL a tall, handsome black boy

from London. Samantha’s annoying alarm is going off on her

phone. She tries to ignore it by putting the bed covers over

her head. Daniel is huffing heavily. He reaches over to get

the phone and pushes Samantha to take the phone off him.

DANIEL

Samantha.

SAMANTHA

Mmm?

DANIEL

Take your phone.

Samantha takes the phone off him and turns the alarm off.She

roles back over and faces the wall. Daniel puts his arm

around Samantha’s stomach. He holds her hands. She turns

around to face him and they kiss. Samantha pulls away and

looks into Daniels eyes.

SAMANTHA

Morning Mr.

DANIEL

I told you not to call me that

remember.

SAMANTHA

Why?

DANIEL

(sulking)

Because you call other guys that

name. I’m moose to you.

SAMANTHA

Okay , sorry my moose.

DANIEL

What you doin here anyway?

SAMANTHA

Lying down.

DANIEL

Why in my bed?

(CONTINUED)
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SAMANTHA

(sarcastic)

Because I slept here last night.

DANIEL

I never said you could stay the

night.

SAMANTHA

Daniel stop it.

DANIEL

What?

SAMANTHA

Stop being horrible to me.

DANIEL

I’m not, I’m just saying thats all.

SAMANTHA

Fine, I’ll go then shall I?

DANIEL

Up to you?

SAMANTHA

Your sooooo annoying.

Samantha reaches over Daniel, picks her top off floor.Daniel

pulls Samantha back onto the bed.

SAMANTHA

What you doin?

Daniel stretches his arms out.

DANIEL

Hug pleasings.

Samantha sits up and faces Daniel who has a huge grin on his

face.

SAMANTHA

Hold on, did you -

Daniel pulls Samantha on top of him and gives her a huge

hug.Samantha tries her hardest to wriggle out of the

situation.

Samantha is pinching Daniel on both sides of his stomach

while biting him on his right shoulder

(CONTINUED)
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DANIEL

Ouch, what are you doing?

SAMANTHA

Say sorry.

Samantha carries on biting and pinching Daniel. Daniel

starts punching Samantha’s arm and then puts its in a lock

where she can’t move. She is in pain.

SAMANTHA

Ouuuuch!!!! Daniel your hurting me.

DANIEL

Say sorry.

SAMANTHA

For what? you started it.

Daniel pulls Samantha’s arm even tighter

SAMANTHA

Aghhhhhhh! okay okay sorry.

DANIEL

(releasing her)

I told you don’t mess with with me.

I’ll fuck a bitch up u know!

SAMANTHA

You go too far sometimes. In fact

all the time.

DANIEL

I’ll start again

(short pause, smile)

Hug pleasings?

SAMANTHA

No, I’m not giving you a hug after

that.

DANIEL

Why not? you know I was only

messin.

SAMANTHA

Yeah but when you mess about you

don’t realise your own strength.

DANIEL

Well don’t ask for it den.

(CONTINUED)
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SAMANTHA

You’d do it anyway.

DANIEL

You get on my nerves thats why.

SAMANTHA

what, so cuz I get on your nerves

you think its alright to ’fuck me

up’?

DANIEL

Yeah.

Samantha is upset. She reaches for her top for the 2nd time.

She tries to put it on but struggles with her sore arm.

Daniel pulls Samantha back and kisses her on her lips.He

touchES her softly, Daniel takes Samantha’s night wear off

while Samantha pulls his t-shirt off. They kiss more

intensely.

CUT TO.

2. EXT. COURTYARD OF HALLS - DAY

SHARNEZ a 22year old student studying drama and video

production and NADINE a short, slim 18 year old girl are

walking out of their block of flats through the courtyard.

Samantha is running out of Daniel’s block towards her own

flat. She is in her pajama bottoms,one of Daniels t-shirts

and wearing slippers. She does not see Sharnez and Nadine

coming from around the corner who are giving the most

dirtiest looks behind Samantha’s back.

SHARNEZ

(sarcastic)

Well....i wonder where ’whitey’ has

been.

NADINE

Innit, talk about being discreet.

SHARNEZ

And they still tryna act like

noth’n is goin on.

NADINE

Yeah there is someth’n too nicey

nice about her. She is always

smiling and happy. No one can be

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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NADINE (cont’d)
like that in dis life without

having some fakeness to dem.

SHARNEZ

True say, well she ain’t that

innocent. Look how shes dealing

with Daniel, and then runnin back

over to hers in her pajamas.

NADINE

Slag

SHARNEZ

I don’t get whats so special about

her compared to me. If only Daniel

would just give me a chance instead

of spending all his time with her.

Sharnez is pissed off and upset. they both walk out of the

gatehouse towards town.

CUT TO.

3. EXT. TESCO’S - DAY

JENNY and her two FLATMATES are in tesco’s car park

unpacking their shopping into a car.JENNY sees DANIEL from a

distance entering the hospital, through the ’std clinic’

doors.

FLAT MATE NUMBER 1

Jen?

Jenny is still staring over towards the hospital

FLAT MATE NUMBER 1

Jen? you need to put your bags in

the car.

JENNNY

What?

FLAT MATE NUMBER 1

Your bags?

JENNY

Oh yeah sorry.

The girls finish uploading their bags into the car. Flat

mate number 1 goes to take the trolley back.

(CONTINUED)
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FLAT MATE NUMBER 2

Jen are you okay?

JENNY

(pointing)

Look over there.

FLAT MATE NUMBER 2

Oh my gosh is that Daniel?

JENNY

Yeah

FLAT MATE NUMBER 2

Does Sam know hes gone there?

JENNNY

I don’t think so, that’s why I’m a

bit shocked as to why he is there.

Flat mate number 1 comes back to the car

FLAT MATE NUMBER 2

Jens just seen Daniel walking into

the clinic

FLAT MATE NUMBER 1

oh god. I’m not surprised. I always

see him over soo many girls.

JENNNY

I really don’t know what Sam sees

in him. I really don’t.

Jenny and her flatmates get into the car and drive off with

JENNY staring at the clinic until it is out of site.

CUT TO.

4. INT. SAMANTHA’S BEDROOM - DAY

Samantha and Jenny are both sitting on the bed. Samantha is

eating a galaxy chocolate bar.

SAMANTHA

I really don’t know what to do,

surely he would have mentioned it

to me.

JENNY

Sam you know how Daniel can be

shifty at times.

(CONTINUED)
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SAMANTHA

Ye I know, but not when it’s

something like this. My instincts

were telling me he was sleeping

around, but i just didn’t believe

them.

JENNY

Yeah but Sam you should always

believe your instincts, they are

usually right.

SAMANTHA

(in denial)

Maybe he just went into the wrong

entrance. I’ve done that before.

JENNY

Sam don’t make excuses, I think you

need to confront him or find out

some other way.

SAMANTHA

How, without accusing him first?

JENNY

I dunno, but he is gonna make

excuses no matter what. So you may

as well just say it upfront. Too be

honest you should just go and get

checked, then you got your answer.

CUT TO.

5. INT. SAMANTHA’S BEDROOM - DAY

Samantha is peering out of her bedroom window. She checks

her clock. she peers out again. Daniel is walking out of his

flat. Samantha watches him leave halls. She grabs her bags

and rushes out of her flat.

CUT TO.

6. INT. DANIEL’S ROOM - DAY

Samantha is rummaging through Daniels draws and his coat

pockets. She is rushing frantically, there is a DOOR

SLAM.Samantha is very jumpy and stops what she is doing.She

hides in Daniels wardrobe. The door opens. Daniel enters. He

is rummaging around his trouser pockets which are on his

bed. He sees a draw open, He shuts it. Samantha is BREATHING

(CONTINUED)
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HEAVILY, she puts her hands over her mouth. Daniel walks

over towards the wardrobe. He opens it. Samantha can not be

seen. Daniel pulls out a jacket and rummages through the

pockets. He puts it back in the wardrobe and goes and grabs

his trousers off his shelf. His PHONE IS VIBRATING. he turns

around and lifts his bed covers up. He picks up his phone

and and answers it.

DANIEL

(into phone)

I am sooo happy dat you just called

me mumzie. Thought id lost my phone

for a minute there.

Daniel walks out his bedroom. Samantha has clothes all over

her. she attempts to get out of the cupboard.she gets her

leg out. The bedroom door opens. Samantha jumps and quickly

pulls her leg back in. Daniel is still on the phone.

DANIEL

(into phone)

I ain’t lying to you. I’m gettin my

keys now to lock it.

(long pause)

yes...yes....yep....I know I know.

you can trust people in my flat

though - I’m doing it now.

Daniel leaves his room again. The door is being

locked.Samantha is worried. She waits in the wardrobe for a

few minutes.There is no more noise, she gets out and tries

to open the door but can’t. She carries on looking around

the room.

She opens his bottom draw where there is lots of notes and

paperwork. She is looking at everything quickly, trying not

to make a huge mess. She comes across a sticky note.

STICKY NOTE

"1:30 november 20th - , 01494

511083 don’t 4get."

Samantha gets her phone out and calls the number. Samantha

looks worried.

ANSWER PHONE

"You have been put through to

Wycombe std clinic. for

appointments press one, for all

other inquiries press two"

(CONTINUED)
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There is another DOOR SLAMMING, Samantha quickly tries to

put all the paper back in the draws.DANIEL IS LAUGHING in

the corridor.Sam panics and HANGS UP. Sam’s PHONE RINGS. She

picks it up straight away.

Daniel can be heard from the corridor.

DANIEL (O.S)

(into phone)

Where are you?

SAMANTHA

(quietly)

(into phone)

In my room, why?

DANIEL (O.S)

(into phone)

In your room yeah?

SAMANTHA

(into phone)

Yeah.

DANIEL (O.S)

(into phone)

Well I just bin around to yours,

ringin you flat buzzer and tings.

no one answered.

SAMANTHA

(into phone)

Oh I dunno if my flat mates are in.

DANIEL (O.S)

(into phone)

So why dint you answer?

SAMANTHA

I was in shower. sorry.

DANIEL

Well, answer next time yeah.

SAMANTHA

What you doin now?

DANIEL

Coming back around init, especially

if your just in you towel and all

wet and ting.

(CONTINUED)
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HANGS UP

SAMANTHA

(opening window)

- Hello - Hello?

Samantha panics, tries to climb out of the window. She

climbs on the chair and then puts one leg on the windowsill,

the lock is turning. DANIEL ENTERS. Samantha turns around.

DANIEL

What are you doin here?

SAMANTHA

(panicking)

I’m surprising you

(nervous smile)

When you rang me I was on my way

around, so I thought I’d do

something spontaneous.

DANIEL

(flatly)

My window was locked by the way.

SAMANTHA

No it was open.

DANIEL

(slowly)

I’m gonna ask you one last time.

what are you doing in my room?

SAMANTHA

I can explain. Jenny saw you going

into the std clinic.

DANIEL

And?

SAMANTHA

I didn’t know why you would be

going there and not tellin me?

DANIEL

(no expression)

Keep going.

SAMANTHA

Well....I just didn’t know what to

believe, I just thought you must

have gone through the wrong door or

somethin.

(CONTINUED)
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DANIEL

So why you in here den?

SAMANTHA

Because I came to see you to ask

you.

DANIEL

But my door was locked.

SAMANTHA

Not at first it wasn’t.

DANIEL

What you chattin about? It was

locked. I just unlocked it as I

came in.

SAMANTHA

I was in here before then.

DANIEL

(confused)

How?

SAMANTHA

I was in your cupboard.

DANIEL

(annoyed, laughs)

Oh wow, its just gets better and

better.

(pause)

Your really starting to piss me off

now, you know dat right?

SAMANTHA

I’m sorry, I didn’t know what to

do. I did come to speak to you, but

then when you weren’t in your room,

I changed my mind and thought I’d

just try and find out for myself.

DANIEL

So you think it’s alright you

coming in my room as you please?

(pause)

Daniel and Samantha are stood opposite each other.Samantha

is fidgeting and making no eye contact with Daniel. Daniel

is staring straight into Samantha’s eyes.

(CONTINUED)
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DANIEL

You gonna make me repeat myself

again?

SAMANTHA

Huh? oh sorry, no I know I

shouldn’t have come In your room.

But you gotta understand where I’m

coming from. Why didn’t you tell me

you were going to the std clinic?

DANIEL

Why should I? I ain’t your

girlfriend.

SAMANTHA

Yeah I know that but I’m still your

best friend, and I’m sleeping with

you don’t forget.

DANIEL

Well I’m, clear. No need to worry

now. Every ting is cool.

SAMANTHA

(surprised)

Oh right.

DANIEL

Yep. You gonna say something?

Apologize maybe?

SAMANTHA

(embarrassed)

I’m sorry Dan, its just that -Oh I

dunno. I can’t explain it. Its just

that, I dunno, I needed to find

out. I was panicking. I just

thought you might lie to me. Well

its not that I think you would lie

to me, because I don’t think you

ever have before, but I thought

that maybe you were afraid to tell

me in case I wouldn’t sleep with

you anymore - but I would. Well I

wouldn’t . Oh I dunno. I know you

wouldn’t do that to me and-

DANIEL

-Sam.

(CONTINUED)
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SAMANTHA

Yeah?

DANIEL

(monotone)

Shut up.

SAMANTHA

Sorry.

(short pause)

DANIEL

Anyways there is no need for you to

go now.Unless you bin sleeping

around?

SAMANTHA

(defensive)

Oh come on now, you know your the

only one I’m sleeping with.

DANIEL

There you go den. anyway get out

now, I wanna sleep.

SAMANTHA

Alright, can i ask you one last

thing?

DANIEL

What?

SAMANTHA

Promise not to bite my head off?

DANIEL

Go on

SAMANTHA

Are we still cool, I don’t wanna

fall out with you over this. Can we

watch a movie tonight or something?

I’ll buy us a takeaway.

DANIEL

Nah man, I can’t be near you right

now.

SAMANTHA

Well, when will you be.

(CONTINUED)
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DANIEL

I dunno, just cool it yeah?

SAMANTHA

Okay, bye

(short pause)

Bye Dan

Dan ignores Samantha. He takes his shoes off.Samantha EXITS

Daniels room.Daniel pulls his bed covers up and gets in bed.

He crosses his arms behind his head and stares up at the

ceiling.

CUT TO.

7. INT. JENNY’S BEDROOM - DAY

Samantha is eating Cadbury’s chocolate with Jenny in her

bed.

JENNY

Hes a bully thats why Sam and he

knows he can get away with it with

you.

SAMANTHA

Yeah but I guess I did go in his

room and didn’t ask him.

JENNY

Sam, he’d do the same, I would

still go to clinic if I were you.

SAMANTHA

Yeah true- I dunno.

JENNY

- He would. Hes such a nobber. Hes

the one in the wrong, and AGAIN hes

turning it around on you as always.

You gotta stand up to him Sam.

SAMANTHA

Yeah I know, its just soo

difficult, if you saw the way he is

with me, you’d understand.

JENNY

Yeah I know Sam, but he would never

talk to me like that cuz he knows

he can’t. He just ain’t got any

respect for you Sam.

(CONTINUED)
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SAMANTHA

Don’t think he ever will.

JENNY

You need to show him that you aint

as predictable as he thinks.He just

knows how to work you and he plays

on it.

SAMANTHA

Yep he really does. He knows how to

wind me up and then he knows how to

sweeten me up afterwards.

JENNY

Yep, okay are you gonna go then to

the clinic? I’ll come with you.

SAMANTHA

Hmm.....I dunno. I hate going to

them places, and if he says he’s

clear then maybe I should believe

him.

JENNY

Why should you believe him? The

amount of times when your instincts

have been right about him sleeping

with other girls, after he has

denied it. Come on Sam, the girls

you have suspected look dirty. In

fact They are fucking dirty.

SAMANTHA

Yeah thats true,yeah but he

probably has used protection with

them.I just think me and him are a

one off cuz we havent just been a

one night stand.We are constant if

you know what I mean?

JENNY

Don’t mean anything Sam, he still

ain’t made you his girlfriend.

SAMANTHA

Maybe I should just go and get it

over and done with.Then if I don’t

have anythin he wont need to know I

have been anyway.

(CONTINUED)
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JENNY

Precisely.

CUT TO.

8. INT. STD CLINIC - DAY

Samantha is walking through the clinic doors with Jenny. She

is looking very pale and nervy. The lights are very bright.

The reception is opposite the main entrance. You can see the

waiting room to the right hand side. It is fairly busy, and

there are people from all ages sitting down either picking

their nails, gritting their teeth or drinking water.

Samantha walks over to the reception area where a elderly

woman is sitting down with her glasses on, taking notes. She

looks up toward Samantha with movement just in her eyes, and

looks up and down the two girls in a ’stuck up’ manner.

RECEPTIONIST

How can I help?

SAMANTHA

Hi, I would like to have a check up

please.

END OF ACT ONE

9. CONTINUED INT. STD CLINIC - DAY

RECEPTIONIST

Sorry, speak up please.

SAMANTHA

(clearing her throat)

An s.t.i checkup.

RECEPTIONIST

(raising voice)

What was that, an sti checkup?

SAMANTHA

(embarrassed)

Yes.

All the patients in the waiting room look around towards

Jenny and Samantha at the desk. The Receptionist is staring

at Samantha through the top of her glasses.

(CONTINUED)
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SAMANTHA

Is there a problem?

RECEPTIONIST

Nope not at all, do you come here

often?

SAMANTHA

No this is my first time.

RECEPTIONIST

Are you sure this is your first

time?

SAMANTHA

Yes I’m sure

RECEPTIONIST

Hmmm.....

(slowly, filling in form)

O k a y

(pause)

Well has your friend been here

before? because I have a very good

picture memory and I really

recognise your face.

JENNY

(looking at Samantha, then to

receptionist)

No I have never been here before.

Ever. Anyway...can we go and sit

down?

RECEPTIONIST

(looking at Jenny)

I know, you don’t look the type,

(at Samantha)

But, I am still sure I have seen

you here.

(short pause)

(to Samantha)

If you would like to just fill in

you address and then take a seat

and I’ll be over when its your

turn.

SAMANTHA

No, like I said before, I have

never been here.

CUT TO.
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10. INT. WAITING ROOM - DAY

Jenny is reading her magazine. Samantha picks one up as well

and starts browsing through it. There are THREE GIRLS sat

opposite them. They are all around the age of 16 years old,

their hair is gelled back and they are wearing a lot of fake

gold jewelery.

GIRL NUMBER 1

O.m.g this is just taking da piss,

it never usually takes dis long.

GIRL NUMBER 2

D’ya not get shook?

GIRL NUMBER 1

Me? nah man.

GIRL NUMBER 3

You get use to it.

GIRL NUMBER 1

Since when have you been here?

GIRL NUMBER 3

A number of times.

GIRL NUMBER 1

You have to have ’done it’ if your

gonna come here.

GIRL NUMBER 3

I have.

GIRL NUMBER 2

I thought you hadn’t?

GIRL NUMBER 3

Well I have alright.

GIRL NUMBER 2

Who you bin wid, your menna tell

your bezzi mates?

GIRL NUMBER 3

It don’t matter

GIRL NUMBER 1

(jealous)

Fine! well I have probably been

here more

(CONTINUED)
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GIRL NUMBER 2

And thats a good thing b?

GIRL NUMBER 1

well, I’m being careful init? I’m

always clear. Okay I might have bin

pregnant once, but thats all sorted

now. Nothing serious.

GIRL NUMBER 3

Well I ain’t caught nothin or got

pregnant.

GIRL NUMBER 2

Girls this ain’t a competition.

GIRL NUMBER 1

I never said it was. anyways you

guys are menna be here supporting

me, not making digs.

GIRL NUMBER 3

A’right, chill yeah?

GIRL NUMBER 1

I am chilled.

Jenny and Samantha look at each other and start laughing to

themselves. Samantha whispers to Jenny behind the magazines.

SAMANTHA

I didn’t even know what sex was

then, i wasn’t even at the stage of

kissing.

JENNY

I was

(giggling)

CUT TO.

11. INT. STARBUCKS - DAY

SHARNEZ and NADINE are sitting upstairs on the sofas. They

are opposite each other. Drinking a creamy hot chocolate.

People are sat around working, chatting and laughing to one

another.

NADINE

You reckon you can get Daniel then?

(CONTINUED)
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SHARNEZ

Yeah.

NADINE

How you gonna do that? he’s with

Samantha.

SHARNEZ

Yeah, but come on , this is Daniel

we are talking about. He would have

sex with everyone in the town if he

could? especially if they were

really good as well.

NADINE

And you don’t care if he just uses

you?

SHARNEZ

Well....when he sees how good I

am...-

NADINE

- Ching chiiiiiiinnnngggggg

SHARNEZ

Precisely! He wont look at no one

else.

CUT TO.

12. INT. STD CLINIC , NURSE’S ROOM. DAY

A short middle aged nurse wearing huge glasses halfway down

her nose is sat behind a desk.Samantha is sat nervously to

the side of her desk.

NURSE

Now then Samantha, I just need to

ask you a couple of questions as a

matter of formality.

(pause)

So then, have you been here before?

SAMANTHA

No.

NURSE

(looking through top of

glasses)

are you sure?

(CONTINUED)
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SAMANTHA

(getting worked up)

yes, I am perfectly sure. I have

never been to this stupid std

clinic in my life. Is that clear?

NURSE

(slowly)

okay, no need to get stressed dear,

its just a question we have to ask

our patients.

(pause)

SAMANTHA

I know, sorry, ignore me.

NURSE

Well I can’t ignore you, you are my

patient dear. Now then,how many

partners do you have at present?

SAMANTHA

One.

NURSE

are you sure?

SAMANTHA

(trying to keep calm, deep

breath)

Yes

NURSE

(slowly)

Okay

(pause)

And have you had any of the

following symptoms recently? like a

headache, being sick, dizziness,

fishy vagina? Or you think you

could be pregnant?

SAMANTHA

Nononooooooo none of them.

NURSE

You do realise that it is very

important that you are honest with

me, because it will help when I

test you.

(CONTINUED)
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SAMANTHA

Does it? Hmm...

NURSE

Come on now pet, don’t be scared.

We are all grown adults. Do you

think you pregnant is that it?

SAMANTHA

No no-

NURSE

- Did the condom split? You really

should investigate in the ’extra

safe’ ones.

SAMANTHA

No, its not that,you don’t

understand. I’m on the pill.

NURSE

Well dear, I do understand, thats

why I am a nurse. They don’t give

this title to just anyone you know.

now dear, the pill is only ninety

nine percent affective. This means

there is one percent remaining. So

that one percent could mean that

you could be the unlucky duckling

that is actually pre-

SAMANTHA

(fast paced, frustrated)

- I’m not pregnant, I have a fishy

vagina alright!

NURSE

Ohhhhhhhhh

(awkward pause)

Well, there is nothing wrong with

that, that can be sorted no

problem.I should have guessed that

really.

Sam’s face has turned bright red. The nurse leaves her seat

and walks over and opens the window.

CUT TO.
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13. INT. STD CLINIC ENTRANCE - DAY

Sharnez enters the std clinic on her mobile phone, a nurse

walks past and taps Sharnez on the shoulder and points her

finger from side to side. Sharnez gives the nurse a dirty

look and keeps the phone next to her ear. The annoyed nurse

points to the door.

SHARNEZ

Look yeah, I’m gonna have to go,

some nurse flapping her hands

everywhere. In a bit.

SHARNEZ HANGS UP

Jenny sees Sharnez. Sharnez kisses her teeth at the nurse.

Sharnez sits down and picks up a magazine. Jenny reaches her

phone from her handbag and starts texting.

JENNY’S TEXT

Sam, Sharnez is here so -

NURSE

- We don’t allow phones on in here.

Turn it off please.

Sharnez looks over and sees Jenny looking at her.Jenny gives

an awkward smile. Sharnez just stares.

CUT TO.

14. INT. STD CLINIC. EXAMINATION ROOM. DAY

The lights are so bright and everything looks so clinical.

There is a hospital bed on the right hand side with a

curtain separating the room. The nurse is on the left hand

side taking gloves off and putting them in the bin. Samantha

draws back the curtain while doing up her trousers zip.

Samantha takes a seat in the corner. The nurse brings over a

plastic cup of water to Samantha and sits next to her on a

stool.

NURSE

Now then Samantha, its usually

about one to two weeks until you

get your results, however with you

its slightly different.

SAMANTHA

How do you mean?

(CONTINUED)
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NURSE

You seem to be very inflamed in

your pelvic area.

SAMANTHA

(worried)

Okay

NURSE

(slowly, patronising)

I know you said you suffer with

Irritable Bowel Syndrome, however

your pelvic area is very swollen,

and it could mean that you have

something called pelvic

inflammatory disease.

SAMANTHA

Whats does that mean?

NURSE

(patronising)

Well if you let me finish, I will

explain

(short pause)

I will know if you have this for

definite when your results come

back next week.If your results come

back and say you have either

chlamydia or gonorrhea then I am

right.but if your results are clear

then it will just be to do with

your irritable bowel syndrome. do

you understand me dear?

SAMANTHA

I think so yes.

NURSE

But this is something that needs

urgent attention, so i am going to

give you the medication for it

anyway. You need to get rid of this

as soon as possible. I have

arranged for some counselling with

the health adviser, who will

explain everything in more depth.

CUT TO.
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15. INT. WAITING ROOM - DAY

The receptionist walks into the waiting room, she looks

around with her note board. Jenny is reading another

magazine.

RECEPTIONIST

are you still here? I’ll have to

start charging you for reading

them.

JENNY

Sorry?

RECEPTIONIST

Never mind, it was a joke, well the

magazine part was a joke. Your

still waiting for your friend then?

Must be over half an hour she;s

been in there. Usually patients are

out by then. Well.....clean

patients.

JENNY

(shocked)

I’m sorry? excuse me if I am wrong.

But I’m sure you are meant to have

a privacy policy here. What exactly

are you accusing my friend of

being?

TEARS are heard from down the corridor, the nurse takes a

look. The other patients all stop what they are doing.

Samantha is fast pacing past the nurse trying to wipe her

eyes at the same time as holding lots of leaflets in her

hands.SAM runs out the clinic unaware of Sharnez. Sharnez

looks at Jenny with a huge smirk on her face.Jenny picks up

her bag, follows Sam outside. She walks past the

receptionist.

JENNY

You shouldn’t be working in a place

like this.

The receptionist looks around the waiting room. Everyone is

staring at her.

RECEPTIONIST

well how can you have a privacy

policy when she comes out

displaying herself like that with a

bunch of leaflets in her hands.

(awkward pause)

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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RECEPTIONIST (cont’d)
Anyway, before I was rudely

interrupted. Sharnez Clarice Gayle?

SHARNEZ

Yeah, dats me.

RECEPTIONIST

The nurse is ready for you.

SHARNEZ

(standing up)

Thank you for being a great help.

RECEPTIONIST

(slightly confused)

No problem

CUT TO.

16. INT. DANIEL’S ROOM - EVENING

Daniel is sat by his desk. He is rolling a spliff. Samantha

is sat on the edge of the bed. Samantha is trying to control

her tears running down her face.

DANIEL

Sam I’m so sorry. I don’t know what

to say.

SAMANTHA

You do know you need to tell all

the people you are sleeping with

about right?

DANIEL

Your making it out like I bin

sleeping around.

SAMANTHA

Well you must have, you think I’m

stupid? I know loads of girls your

sleeping with. I could count half

of em right here right now.

DANIEL

(smiling)

Seriously? How do you know?

SAMANTHA

I just do... the way you go up to

them in pure, whisper in their

(MORE)
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SAMANTHA (cont’d)
ears. thats exactly what you did

with me.The way they are always

calling you. The main reason I know

is because the girls tend to hate

me and then give me dirty looks

when we are out or just constantly

stare at me.

DANIEL

Oh shit. Damn you are good.

SAMANTHA

Yep.

DANIEL

I think I know da bitch dat done

dis.

SAMANTHA

Hang on.

(pause)

So you did know you caught this

DANIEL

No, i dunno. I just know that If i

got this, I know which bitch has

done it.

SAMANTHA

What cuz you didn’t use protection?

DANIEL

Yeah.

SAMANTHA

(looking up to ceiling)

What have I done, I am soo stupid.

DANIEL

I only slept with her last week, so

what I’m tryna tell you is dat I

probably caught it in dis last

week.Thats why I was diagnosed

clear and you aren’t.

Samantha is looking confused.

DANIEL

Get it?

(CONTINUED)
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SAMANTHA

Yeah I guess so. You need to go as

soon as possible yeah?

DANIEL

Yeah I know. I’ll go tomorrow.

SAMANTHA

They will give you medication for

two weeks.

(pause)

You can’t have sex you know that

right?

DANIEL

Serious?

SAMANTHA

yeah otherwise you will just catch

it back or give it to someone else.

DANIEL

Two weeks....shit man that is long.

Can’t we just do it one last time ?

SAMANTHA

Are you being serious?

DANIEL

Why not? Two weeks is a long time.

SAMANTHA

(raising voice slightly)

Firstly, I have already started the

medication, and secondly, is there

actually something wrong in your

head? I could not have kids because

of the result of having sex with

you. You just don’t get it do you?

DANIEL

Cause you can have kids.... you

said that if you have p.i.d for

over a year then it could damage

you. You wont of had it more den

two weeks max. So chill yeah.

SAMANTHA

I can’t do this anymore. There

can’t be anymore me and you. I need

to move on from you for good.

(CONTINUED)
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DANIEL

You calling it quits, AGAIN?

SAMANTHA

Yeah but for real this time.

DANIEL

Okay, whatever, lets just see how

long its lasts.

SAMANTHA

I know you don’t believe me but you

will see.

DANIEL

You can’t keep away from the moose!

you will never find better than me.

You know I’m the g.

SAMANTHA

your ego is too big.

Samantha grabs her coat and walks towards the door in a

rush.

DANIEL

Where you goin?

SAMANTHA

My flat.

DANIEL

Why?

SAMANTHA

I told you I’m being serious. I

deserve better.

Samantha picks up her bag and leaves the room. Daniel is

shocked.

CUT TO.

17. INT. HALLWAY.DAY

Samantha takes a deep breath outside Daniels room. She wipes

the tears from her eyes. She pulls a mirror from her bag and

stares into it. she is ashamed with herself.

END OF ACT 2
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ACT THREE

18. INT. CORRIDOR AT UNIVERSITY. DAY

Jenny and Samantha have lots of books in their hands.

They are in the middle of a crowd of STUDENTS coming out of

the drama studio. Samantha has no makeup on and is looking

very drained. They walk down the university corridors

towards the Cantine.

CUT TO.

19. INT. CANTINE IN UNIVERSITY. DAY

Jenny and Samantha are sitting in the very busy cantine ,

crowded with students drinking and eating. Jenny is talking

to Samantha who is staring into mid air. Jenny is waving her

hands in front of Samantha.

JENNY

So?

SAMANTHA

So what?

JENNY

Come out.

SAMANTHA

No way, I really don’t feel like

it. And look at me , I look a mess.

JENNY

Come on Sam, if you come out it

will put your mind off things. We

haven’t been to the Su in ages.

SAMANTHA

Yeah but thats because the su is

such a bad night out.

JENNY

True, but if we get drunk it’ll be

fine.

SAMANTHA

Ye I guess... but me drunk ? hmmm

not sure that is the best idea.

(CONTINUED)
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JENNY

You can have a bit Sam.

SAMANTHA

I dunno Jen.

JENNY

Honestly Sam I think this is just

what you need.

SAMANTHA

I’ll think about it . I just need a

bit of time to think

JENNY

Well, why don’t we go shopping and

find something nice, maybe that

will change your mind. I’ll curl

your hair for you and make you feel

gorgeous

SAMANTHA

(small smile)

Hmm.....

JENNY

I see a smile there, don’t try and

hide it.

((grabs Sam’s hand) )

Come on I know you love shopping.

SAMANTHA

(easily persuaded)

Okay, maybe some retail therapy

will do me some good. But that

doesn’t mean I’m coming out Okay?

Jenny pulls Samantha up from chair with a huge smile on

face. They walk outside. Jenny is hugging Samantha from the

side when walking off......

CUT TO

20. INT. JENNYS BEDROOM. EVENING

Jenny and Samantha are drinking tea. Topshop bags are all

over the floor. Jenny is trying on a purple high waisted

skirt. She looks in the mirror at her stomach.

SAMANTHA

Don’t even tell me you feel fat in

that.

(CONTINUED)
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JENNY

I do though.

SAMANTHA

No you don’t, its so slimming that

skirt. It looks gorgeous, you

wouldn’t have bought it if you

thought that.

JENNY

Ye I know, I think I’m just bloated

from eating all that pasta.

SAMANTHA

Yeah it will be, by the time your

ready to out it will have eased up

a bit.

JENNY

Yay your coming out.

SAMANTHA

(smilint)

No i didn’t say that.

JENNY

(insistent)

Come on you know you want to deep

down, honestly Sam if you wanna

come back I’ll come with you...

even if we have only been there ten

minutes and you change your mind.

SAMANTHA

Oh know i don’t mind walking back.

JENNY

Well I’m not going to stay by

myself, and I’m only coming out if

you come to. Soooooo.....does this

mean I’ve persuaded you?

SAMANTHA

(feeling guilty)

Okay Okay

JENNY

(excited)

Brilliant.

SAMANTHA

Daniel is going to be erased from

my mind tonight. I’m going out as a

singleton

(CONTINUED)
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Jenny jumps around in circles clapping her hands. She leans

into Samantha and gives her a huge kiss on the

cheek. Samantha smiles and opens her topshop bags.

CUT TO

21. INT. STUDENT UNION . EVENING

Jenny and Samantha are dancing to ’single ladies’ by Beyonce

in the Su together with a bottle of VK in their hands.

Samantha has wondering eyes. Jenny looks into samantha’s

eyes and smiles.Samantha starts dancing crazily to Beyonce.

JENNY

((shouting over music) )

Are you happy Sam?

SAMANTHA

Yes , I’m singleeeee!!!

JENNY

Wooohoooooo

Jenny raises her bottle to Samantha.

SAMANTHA

Cheers

JENNY

Cheers, You spotted anyone yet?

SAMANTHA

There is someone that is hot.

JENNY

Who?

Samantha uses eye contact with Jenny, Samantha’s eyes role

to left of where she is dancing. Jenny looks to her right

discreetly. Jenny thinks differently. Jenny is shocked by

Samantha’s opinion. Samantha looks at what she considers hot

guy again, they make eye contact. Samantha looks away and

carries on dancing.

JENNY

He isn’t black though?

SAMANTHA

I know thats what strange.

(CONTINUED)
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JENNY

Hes tall.

SAMANTHA

Yeah like that. Theres somethin I

find really attractive about him.

How strange.

Samantha and Jenny carry on dancing, they both have smiles

on their faces. The hot guy, being a tall 18 year old guy

from italy called MITCH is with a crowd of boys. They are

all talking, pushing MITCH towards Jenny and Samantha.

Samantha notices but acts oblivious on purpose. ‘unofficial

girl’ song by Cassie comes on. Samantha’s smile disappears.

Samantha’s dance becomes more static.

JENNY

You ok Sam?

SAMANTHA

Ye I’m alright.

JENNY

Its this song isn’t it?

SAMANTHA

Yeah, I’ll be fine .... I dunno it

just makes me think about him.

JENNY

You want to go outside?

SAMANTHA

No I’m alright, I got to get over

it at some point. These songs come

on all the time when we are out so

I better start getting use to it.

Jenny ignores what Samantha has said and grabs Samantha’s

hand and walks over to the bar with Samantha, They walk

through the bunch of lads. Mitch is pushed into the back of

Samantha. Samantha looks behind and gives Mitch a short

embarrassed smile.

The bar is packed with students struggling to get served.

Snakebite is being spilt everywhere. Girls have short tight

dresses on letting lads grab their bums when walking past or

standing in the queue.

Jenny and Samantha attempt to barge past the crowd of

people. The guys are turning eyes as the girls squeeze

through them. A guy taps Samantha on the Shoulder.

(CONTINUED)
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DRUNK STUDENT 1

You want a dance beautiful?

SAMANTHA

I’m fine thanx

DRUNK STUDENT 1

Why not ?

SAMANTHA

Cuz I don’t want to.

Samantha grabs hold of Jenny’s hand and squeezes past ‘drunk

student 1’ grabs her ass.Samantha turns around. Student one

is facing other way . Samantha is not impressed.Jenny is at

the bar.

JENNY

Two shots of sambuca please.

Samantha is staring over the crowd onto the dance floor.

Mitch is in the distance dancing with his friends.

JENNY

I see you checking him out, you

really find him hot don’t yah?

SAMANTHA

Yeah I do, I just don’t know why.

Cuz he is completely opposite to

what I go for.

JENNY

(passing a shot to Samantha)

Here take this.

SAMANTHA

No I don’t want to drink.

JENNY

Come on , one shot isn’t gonna

affect you.

SAMANTHA

Ye I guess. I just don’t wanna get

emotional.

JENNY

You won’t. Anyway lets go and

dance some more okay?

(CONTINUED)
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SAMANTHA

Yeah okay.

Jenny and Samantha walk to the dance floor. The guys are not

there anymore. They look around the Su , the lads are

leaving.

SAMANTHA

Oh no

JENNY

Think they are going , don’t worry

we will see another hottie I’m

sure.

SAMANTHA

(gutted)

I know but I said if I saw

someone I liked I was just

gonna go up to them.

JENNY

Well we better catch them before

they go.

SAMANTHA

But what do I say?

JENNY

I dunno, want a dance or a drink?

SAMANTHA

Oh I dunno if I can do this, well

if they are leaving maybe I can

just give him my number.

Jenny and Samantha rush towards the exit towards the smoking

area.

22. INT. SMOKING AREA.EARLY MORNING

Jenny goes into the smoking area.

JENNY

I think they are in here.

SAMANTHA

(pulling Jen back)

Wait, what am I doing ?

(CONTINUED)
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JENNY

Give him your number.

SAMANTHA

I don’t think I can, can you just

give it to one of his friends for

me when I’m not looking?

JENNY

No you do it Sam.

SAMANTHA

I can’t I’m nervous.

JEN

Well lets go and stand by them and

see what happens.

Jenny and Samantha walk through and sit near the guys. Mitch

is the only guy that isn’t smoking. He notices Samantha and

Jenny looking at him. Samantha is smiling at him. He starts

coming over . Jenny is behind Samantha curling her finger at

him.

SAM

What are you doing?

JEN

What you wanted.

SAM

(nervous)

Oh my gosh , I dunno what to say.

JEN

It’s fine.

Mitch is at the table. Jenny makes him sit down next to

her.She talks to him. Samantha can’t hear the conversation

as its too loud.She sits and looks over to the other guys.

They are looking over and laughing at Mitch and Jenny

talking. Samantha taps Jenny on the shoulder.

SAM

What are you sayin?

JEN

Nothing , Sam this is Mitch, Mitch

this is Sam .

Samantha and Mitch hug and give each other a kiss on the

cheek. Samantha moves away.Mitch goes to kiss her on the

other cheek.

(CONTINUED)
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SAMANTHA

(confused)

Oh sorry.

MITCH

Its the Italian kiss.

SAMANTHA

Oh, are you Italian?

MITCH

Yes, I am what you call, an Italian

stallian.

SAMANTHA

Oooh wow, you look English to me.

MITCH

anyway what is your name?

SAMANTHA

Sam.

MITCH

Sam? Isn’t that a boys name?

SAMANTHA

It is short for Samantha.

MITCH

I much prefer this name. I will

call you Samantha. Sam is not nice.

SAMANTHA

Okay....well I don’t like Mitch .

MITCH

Mitch is short for Michele.

SAMANTHA

Sorry?

MITCH

M-I-C-H-E-L-E

SAMANTHA

You have just spelt Michele , thats

a girls name.

MITCH

(flirting)

No its not silly girl..... its a

boys name in Italy, and I don’t

pronounce it the same as you.

(CONTINUED)
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SAMANTHA

(flirting back)

Whatever you say Italian boy!

How comes I have never seen you

before?

MITCH

Because I have been hiding from

you, you are not nice girl, so I

hide.I only like nice girls.

SAMANTHA

Oi, stop being horrible.

MITCH

Anyway I am from Chalfont St Giles,

this is why you never see me and my

company.

SAMANTHA

Company?

MITCH

My friends.

SAM

Oh okay.

MITCH

I will start being nice to you now.

Would you like a drink?

SAM

Hmmmmm I dunno.

MITCH

I know you want one , you should

just say what you want. And I only

ask you once.

SAM

I’m not a huge drinker.

MITCH

This is good, I don’t like girls

that drink a lot. They are stupid

girls.

SAM

Can I just have a orange juice or

coke or something please.

(CONTINUED)
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MITCH

Sure.

Mitch grabs Samantha’s hand and pulls her through the crowd

of people. Samantha looks at Jen who is with some friends

from uni. Samantha is smiling. Jenny smiles back. Samantha

points her finger to the Su showing Jen where she is

going.....

CUT TO.

23. INT. STUDENT UNION . EARLY MORNING

Mitch and Samantha are at the bar.They are both drinking

their drinks. They are laughing a lot and Samantha looks

very happy. Mitch is teaching Samantha Italian.

SAMANTHA

wow, I’m going to be fluent in this

before you know it.

MITCH

no no no....you will never be good

at Italian. You pronounce it better

than most English people though. By

the way you are my new English

teacher.

SAMANTHA

Oh am I now?

MITCH

You have to tell me everything

there is to know, and if I get it

wrong you must correct me okay?

SAMANTHA

Okay....you are good at English

though.

MITCH

Yes of course, I know this. But I

want to become better and learn

more.

SAMANTHA

Fair enough.

MITCH

By the way I saw you looking at me

all night.

(CONTINUED)
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SAMANTHA

(blushing)

No I wasn’t , you were looking at

me.

MITCH

No no I was looking at your other

friend, not you.

SAMANTHA

Then why haven’t you asked her for

a drink?

MITCH

She made me come and talk to you. I

had no choice. But I will go home

with her tonight. Not you.

The music is getting louder. Mitch and Samantha are having

to stand very close to eachother so they can have a

conversation.

SAMANTHA

She has a boyfriend, and I wouldn’t

want you to come home with me

anyway. I’m not that kind of girl.

MITCH

I don’t believe you.

SAMANTHA

By the way I can sense you are

actually a nice person underneath

all of this.

MITCH

Huh? I don’t understand you.

SAMANTHA

(slowly)

You are a nice person really , you

just pretend not to be. Your trying

to be like a typical ‘English guy’

MITCH

Maybe I am, I only let certain

girls see my nice side.

SAMANTHA

I’m sure I will find it.

(CONTINUED)
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Mitch is laughing and smiling. He is shaking his head from

side to side. One of the FOOTBALLERS comes over to Mitch and

pulls him to one side. They talk for a few seconds. The

footballer keeps staring at Samantha. Samantha is looking

over at the dance floor. Mitch looks disappointed.

MITCH

(awkward)

I have to go now and spend last

hour with my football company.

SAMANTHA

(confused and surprised)

Oh, okay.

(hesitates)

I don’t usually give my numbers out

to people, but can I give you mine?

maybe we could meet up one night?

MITCH

(shakes head)

I told you I don’t sleep with not

nice girls

SAMANTHA

I thought you realised I am a nice

girl?

MITCH

Yes, and I believed that you

were.But you are normal English

girl. Not nice.

SAMANTHA

What do you mean? What have I done?

MITCH

My friends tell me you have some,

some, I don’t know how to say it.

Its a sort of disease?

SAMANTHA

Sorry?

MITCH

I don’t know how to say it, you

know what you catch from having

sex?

SAMANTHA

An sti?

(CONTINUED)
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MITCH

Yes , yes that is it.

SAMANTHA

So you think I have an s.t.i? so

you think I sleep around?

MITCH

Yes....

SAMANTHA

(upset)

And you believe your friends?

MITCH

Yes they are my friends. You can be

my friend. But nothing more. I will

not have sex with you. Ever

SAMANTHA

(pissed off)

You are just like all the other

guys. I wouldn’t want to sleep with

you anyway. Tell your friends they

got me wrong, and so have you.They

don’t even know me.

MITCH

what you mean by ’got you wrong’

SAMANTHA

doesn’t matter.

Samantha walks off trying to hold in her tears.

CUT TO.

24. INT. STUDENT UNION FOYER. EARLY MORNING

Jenny is in the foyer talking to the same group of people

from earlier on. She is laughing a lot. Samantha rushes

through the doors to the foyer. She bangs into someone who

then drops his glass.GLASS BREAKS. Jenny looks around and

sees Samantha.

JENNY

Sam I’ve been looking for you

everywhere.

Samantha walks straight past Jenny and leaves the SU. Drunk.

Jenny runs after Samantha. Bouncer stops Jenny with her

drink. Slowing the pace. Jenny passes bouncer drink and runs

out.....

(CONTINUED)
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CUT TO

25. EXT. SAMANTHA IN NEWBOURNE TOWN. EARLY MORNING

Samantha takes her shoes off.crying hysterically she runs

towards halls in her bare feet. Makeup is smudged over her

eyes. People are staring at her as she runs past. The warm

air from her breath is seen through the cold air.

CUT TO

26. EXT. JENNY IN NEWBOURNE TOWN. EARLY MORNING

Jenny leaning on the side of ’Macdonald’s’ wall in the high

street. Her feet are hurting. She is looking around for

Samantha. Samantha is nowhere to be seen.

Jenny slowly gets out her phone from her bag to call

Samantha.

CUT TO

27. EXT. GATEWAY OF HALLS. EARLY MORNING

PHONE RINGING

Samantha is searching through her bag. She see’s Jenny’s

name come up on the screen.

she answers it.

SAMANTHA

(into phone)

(flat)

yeah?

(pause)

I’m back in halls

(pause)

yeah

(pause)

no I’m going to bed

(pause)

look jenny, I don’t want to talk to

you right now.Just leave me alone

CUT TOO
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28. EXT. IN NEWBOURNE TOWN. EARLY MORNING

Jenny is on the phone walking very slowly, struggling not to

fall over.concerned.

JENNY

What have I done wrong?

(pause)

JENNY

What?

(longer pause)

Sammy I haven’t told anybody about

your business.

INTERCUT

SAMANTHA

(more annoyed)

well everyone seems to know its

chlamydia. look i just wanna be by

myself alright. I’m going now-

HANGS UP

INTERCUT

Jen is showing the guard her halls i.d card.

JENNY

No wait-

Jenny tries ringing back. There is no answer. Jenny walks up

towards her black of flats while calling Samantha again.

There is no reply.

CUT TOO

29. INT. HALLS LAUNDRETTE. EARLY MORNING

Sharnez is in the drying room with Nadine washing her

clothes. A STUDENT FRIEND walks in that they both know.

SHARNEZ

Hey girl, wassup?

STUDENT FRIEND

Yeah am good b and you?

SHARNEZ

Yeah I’m good dawwwwg, just getting

this washing done while its quiet

innit.

(CONTINUED)
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STUDENT FRIEND

Yeah man. you cool Nadine?

NADINE

Yeah.

STUDENT FRIEND

So hows things in halls? Still wish

that I moved in here.

NADINE

Yeah u should of done.

STUDENT FRIEND

Yeah I feel like I miss out on shit

goin on

SHARNEZ

Talking about shit, you know white

Samantha don’t yah?

STUDENT FRIEND

Yeah, as in Daniels Samantha?

SHARNEZ

Yeah dat one. She got Chlamydia you

know.

STUDENT FRIEND

(surprised)

Wait, hold up! wait, innocent

Samantha, as in blonde hair

Samantha? Hows you lot know dis?

You don’t even get on do yah?

SHARNEZ

Saw her in the clinic today innit,

came out crying.

STUDENT FRIEND

But it could have been anything.

How do you know it was actually

Chlamydia?

SHARNEZ

Hmm... I dunno. Thats just what

most people get innit.

STUDENT FRIEND

Yeah but if you don’t know for

definite,I wouldn’t go telling

everyone that that’s what she got.

(CONTINUED)
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NADINE

She could be pregaz boi!

SHARNEZ

Yeah dats true yah know.

END OF ACT 3

ACT 4

30. INTERCUT - INT. SAMANTHA’S BEDROOM/JENNY IN THE

HALLWAY. MIDDAY .DAY 3.

Samantha is in her bed. Her head is peeping out of the bed

covers, Her eyes wide open but no movement. She has a tear

rolling down her cheek.

There is a KNOCK at the door. Samantha doesn’t speak. Jenny

can be heard talking.

There is another knock at the door

JENNY (V.O)

Sam?

(pause)

Sam, are you there? please let me

in. I need to explain.

Samantha is still lying there motionless.

INTERCUT

Jenny is stood next to HATTIE, another one of the flat mates

who lives with them. She is dressed in the most unusual

outfit, with all sorts of different colours being put

together.

HATTIE

I didn’t see her when I got up this

morning.

JENNY

Somehow I don’t think she has left

the room.

HATTIE

But didn’t you guys go out last

night? maybe she is still sleeping.

(CONTINUED)
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JENNY

Yeah, I don’t think she is

sleeping.

HATTIE

Well , If your worried about her

then just go in.

JENNY

Yeah, but look how we get pissed

off with Debbie for doing that.

HATTIE

Oh come on Jen, its a completely

different situation. If your

worried about where she is then go

in.

JENNY

Okay.

INTERCUT

Jenny knocks on the door one more time. Samantha still lying

there still.but facing the other way.

Jenny opens the door and walks in. Hattie peeps her head

through the door.

JENNY

(too Hattie)

I thinks it’s best you left me to

talk to her

HATTIE

Okay, well let me know if you need

anything.

(too Samantha)

I’ll come see you later Sam, hope

your okay.

Samantha doesn’t acknowledge either of them.

Jenny walks over to the other side of the room and sits on

the side of the bed next to Samantha.

JENNY

Sam why aren’t you talking to me?

(short pause)

Sam?

(short pause)

I haven’t done anything wrong.

(CONTINUED)
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SAMANTHA

I just want to be by myself

JENNY

But this isn’t healthy Sam, and I

know you are shutting me out cuz

you think I spread these rumors cuz

I was the only person you told, but

I didn’t say anything.

SAMANTHA

Okay, whatever.

JENNY

(annoyed)

It was Sharnez. She was in the

clinic yesterday. She saw you

coming out crying.

SAMANTHA

(making eye contact with

Jenny)

Why was she there?

JENNY

I dunno, prob cuz she;s caught

something.

SAMANTHA

Why didnt you tell me?

JENNY

(stating the obvious)

because it was the least of my

worries when you came out crying.

SAMANTHA

Oh, okay. sorry for running out on

you last night. I just needed to

escape and be by myself.

JENNY

Dont worry, it’s fine. But don’t

run off by yourself like that

again. I was so worried about

you.Anything could have happened to

you.

SAMANTHA

Yeah I know. I should have though

about you too. I’m sorry I didn’t

wait and talk to you about it.
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JENNY

Don’t worry. As long as we are both

safe now thats all the matters.

Jenny leans over and gives Samantha big hug!

CUT TO.

31. INT. STUDENT COMMON ROOM . AFTERNOON.

SHARNEZ and DANIEL, are smoking weed and playing pool. There

is no one else in the room. there stuff is spread all over

the chair. The room is full of smoke.

DANIEL is bent over the table, concentrating on his next

shot. SHARNEZ comes from behind him and blows in his ear as

he goes to take the shot.

DANIEL

(laughing)

Shar man!! your a bitch you know

dat right?

Sharnez grabs the pool stick and skips to the other side of

the pool table. She has a huge flirtatious smile on her

face. She lines up her next shot. Daniel is crounching on

his knees. His eyes are in line with the ball Sharnez is

aiming to pot. He keeps making her laugh.

SHARNEZ

Stop it man!

DANIEL

What you chattin about?

SHARNEZ

Move, unless you want your face

mash up?

DANIEL

(bigging up sharnez to do it)

Try it?

SHARNEZ

(smiling)

Just move, what if i slip up?

DANIEL

(standing up)

Yeah true! don’t wanna disappoint

all my females out there.

(stroking his face)

(MORE)
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DANIEL (cont’d)
Im the G around here.

SHARNEZ

Your so full of yourself. Don’t

think any girl wants to be around

you right now.

DANIEL

How d’ya mean?

SHARNEZ

(stirring things up)

well yah know what I mean...

DANIEL

Stop gassin...explain?

SHARNEZ

She got chlamydia innit.

DANIEL

How you know dat?

SHARNEZ

She telling everyone innit. She

angry what you given her.

DANIEL

Serious?

SHARNEZ

Well how else do I know? Everyone

knows. Nadine, Steven, Zak, Jenny,

well obviously Jenny. Ermmm....?

DANIEL

- Just ignore her yeah, she

gassing.

SHARNEZ

Well cause I believe you. Just not

sure others will. She a dirty bitch

-

DANIEL

(defensive)

Nah she aint shar. She is prob one

of the most innocent girls i’ve

met!
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SHARNEZ

Well we all got out opinions.

(pause)

hold on, so your telling me you

gave it her?

DANIEL

Nah man. We had an argument innit.

She just going off on one.

Sharnez walks up to Daniel, and puts her arms around him.

SHARNEZ

Well, sounds like you in the dog

house with perhaps every girl on

campus right now. sooo -

Sharnez attempts to kiss Daniel. Daniel pushes her off.

DANIEL

How many times do I have to tell

you woman? do I really have to

spell it out to you.

(slowly, word for word)

I - DANIEL - JOHNSON - DO - NOT -

LIKE - YOU- IN - THAT - WAY!

SHARNEZ

(embarassed, defensive)

You don’t know what your missing G.

Sharnez picks up her stuff and runs out the common room.

Daniel takes a drag and throws the queue onto the pool

table. He is angry

CUT TO.

32. INT. SAMANTHA’S BEDROOM . AFTERNOON.

Samantha and Jenny are lying in Samantha’s bed eating

chocolate and watching the starts eastender’s omnibus on

television.

JENNY

I still can’t believe it’s Stacey

who killed Archie.

SAMANTHA

I know, I honestly though it was

Jack.
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JENNY

The way they did it was soo clever.

SAMANTHA

It makes me just want to jump into

the screne and act.

JENNY

You will one day sam i’m sure.

SAMANTHA

Yeah hopefully. I always wonder if

any of us will end up doing

something completely different to

our degree.

JENNY

I don’t think Duvinder will.

SAMANTHA

What makes you say that?

JENNY

Well she just doesn’t seem to care

about her work.

(short pause)

To be honest I’m not sure she will

even pass 1st year.

SAMANTHA

Yeah I know what you mean.She lets

guys get in the way. But to the

extreme.

JENNY

Not seen you with her much

recently, or talk about her. You

two okay?

SAMANTHA

Yeah, I dunno. She just gone all

quiet. Its like when i go to see

her she’s always busy or something.

JENNY

Sam it seems like when she has

something in common with you, like

you both fancy Steven and Daniel,

she then likes to spend time with

you. But now her and Steven are

over, she’s moving onto someone

else.
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SAMANTHA

Yeah I know. But to be honest I

have been busy myself recently with

the whole Daniel situation that -

Samantha’s phone is RINGING.Samantha picks it up from the

floor.

SAMANTHA

Speak of the devil!

Samantha just stares into the screen

JENNY

You not gonna answer it?

SAMANTHA

It’s just gonna turn into an

argument or something. I can’t

anything right now.

JENNY

Yeah Sam, I just think you need a

bit of time to yourself. Well,just

be around us girls.

Samantha’s phone is still ringing. Samantha puts her phone

on silent and puts it back on the floor. They carry on

watching easteneders.

The BUZZER is heard from the corridor. Samantha jumps.

JENNY

You reckon thats him?

SAMANTHA

Definitely

Jenny gets out of bed quickly and walks towards Samantha’s

door.

JENNY

I’ll quickly tell everyone not to

answer it.

SAMANTHA

(preparing herself)

Think it’s too late.

Samantha’s door opens .DANIEL ENTERS her bedroom. He looks

at Samantha in bed. He is angry. Jenny is stood at the end

of the bed.
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JENNY

No hello Daniel?

Daniel doesn’t pay Jenny any attention. He is still staring

at Samantha

SAMANTHA

(looks worried)

What do you want?

DANIEL

(still looking at Samantha)

Can you leave us Jenny. I need to

talk to Samantha alone.

JENNY

Sam?

SAMANTHA

Yeah its fine. I’ll come and see

you in a bit.

Jenny leaves the room.

CUT TO.

33. INT. CORRIDOR OF GIRLS FLAT. AFTERNOON

Debbie is stood outside Samantha’s bedroom door. She grabs

Jenny’s hand and pulls her towards the kitchen.

JENNY

Debbie I need to go and do my work

DEBBIE

(whispering)

Okay, Okay, in a sec.

CUT TO.

34. INT. KITCHEN. AFTERNOON

Debbie lets go of Debbie’s hand. and stands directly

opposite Jenny.

DEBBIE

So then?

JENNY

So then what?
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DEBBIE

Spill the beans.

JENNY

Theres nothing to tell.

DEBBIE

Oh come on now. This is me your

talking to. Why is Daniel not

saying a word and and acting all

funny like he’s pissed off or

something.

JENNY

you know what Daniel is like Debs.

Just another mood swing of his.

Jenny turns around and opens the kitchen door. Debbie pulls

her back.

JENNY

Deb, let go. I need to do my work.

DEBBIE

Oh come on, we are all friends now.

We are going to find out sooner or

later.

JENNY

There is nothing to tell. And if

there was, then talk to Sam or

Daniel yourself.

DEBBIE

Why am i alsways the last to find

out everything.

JENNY

You not Debs. Just talk to Sam.

DEBBIE

Hmmmm....yeah okay.

CUT TO.

35. INT. SAMANTHA’S BEDROOM . AFTERNOON.

Samantha is out of her bed. She is stood up facing Daniel.

Samantha is angry.
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SAMANTHA

You gona let me speak now, or you

gonna keep shouting?

DANIEL

Aint nuffin else to say.

SAMANTHA

(gradually raising her voice)

Yes there is. Firstly I haven’t bad

mouthed you at all, to anyone apart

from Jenny. Because she is my

friend and I needed to speak to

someone after the news of

yesterday. Which I might add, is

only healthy and what my nurse

recommended.

(Her hands all over the place)

Secondly, I went out, to try and

enjoy myself and forget about

everything that happened, and

instead I find out that random

people,in fact a guy who i quite

liked, know about me and my visit

to the clinic.

Daniel is stood motionless, trying to take in everything

that Samantha is saying.He is shocked thats Samantha is

standing up for herself.

Thirdly, I run out the union,

thinking, foolishly, that Jenny had

gone and told everyone. When in

fact it was your bitch of a friend

Sharnez.

DANIEL

(surprised)

Sharnez?

SAMANTHA

Don’t act surprised.

DANIEL

Well how did she know.

SAMANTHA

(patronising)

Because, Daniel dear, she was going

for a check up! and saw me coming

out crying.

(short pause)

Cat got yah tongue or something?

CUT TO.
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36. INT. STUDENT UNION. EVENING

Sharnez and Nadine are sat down with a bottle of cheap white

wine. The bottle is nearly empty. They are drinking it out

of a bottle.Sharnez is wearing tight black lycra leggings

with a glittery top that doesn’t cover her bottom.Nadine is

wearing a similar outfit. They look a mess.

SHARNEZ

(gets up and pulls Nadines

hand)

Bruv , lets dance.

NADINE

Nah in a min, lets finish the

bottle first.

Sharnez falls back down onto the chair. Nadien passes her

the bottle.

SHARNEZ

(laughing)

I shouldnt be drinking this you

know

NADINE

Why not bruv?

SHARNEZ

cuz.... I shouldnt.

NADINE

I thought you loved wine?

SHARNEZ

I do.

NADINE

(laughing and lieing over

Sharnez on the chair)

So whats the problem?

SHARNEZ

Cuz I don’t think kids like the

taste of it.

NADINE

(looks up at Sharnez)

Huh? you aren’t making sense. Maybe

you shouldn’t drink. Its sent you

crazy. You havent been taking

anymore of dem magic mushrooms have

you Shar?
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SHARNEZ

Nah bruv! I told you I will never

do that shit again.

NADINE

So why you acting all weird?

SHARNEZ

(not taking it seriously)

Im pregnant you fool.

Sharnez jumps off her seat and runs onto the dance floor.

Nadine sits in shock trying to get her head around what

Sharnez has just told her.

CUT TO.

37. INT. SAMANTHA’S BEDROOM. AFTERNOON.

Samantha and Daniel are in bed. Samantha is still in her

pajamas. They are watching the end of eastenders.Daniel has

her arm wrapped around Samantha. Her head is laying on his

shoulder.

DANIEL

I’m gonna talk to Sharnez

SAMANTHA

She is obsessed with you

DANIEL

She actually is aint she?

SAMANTHA

I’ve known this from the beginning.

I always put up with her childish

behaviors cuz of you. But I’m not

doin dat no more.

DANIEL

Sam?

SAMANTHA

Yeah?

DANIEL

Are you really ending it between

us?

SAMANTHA

I have to.I can’t afford to get

this again. We never use condoms

either.
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DANIEL

Well what if we use protection. I

will behave more now.

SAMANTHA

You won’t do, as far as your

concerned you single so you can do

what you like. I don’t wanna be

just any girl.

DANIEL

Your not. You know I care about you

the most. I just don’t like having

the girlfriend title resting on my

shoulder.

SAMANTHA

So what you saying?

DANIEL

You are my girl, just unofficially.

SAMANTHA

As in, no more sleeping around?

DANIEL

Yep

SAMANTHA

Treating with more respect?

DANIEL

yep

SAMANTHA

You promise Dan?

DANIEL

Yes. Moose and pig need each other.

SAMANTHA

(smiling)

You need me more like.

DANIEL

nah mate !

Daniel kisses Samantha’s forehead. She kisses him on his

lips.

SAMANTHA

Daniel?
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DANIEL

Yeah?

SAMANTHA

I don’t want the girls knowing

about us for a bit.

DANIEL

Thats cool with me.

Daniel and Samantha kiss each other again. The pull the

covers over their heads. The are LAUGHING and the kissing

noises get louder and louder.

END OF ACT FOUR

THE END


